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Factors that influence speciation rates among groups of organisms
are integral to deciphering macroevolutionary processes; however,
they remain poorly understood. Here, we use molecular phylogenetic data and divergence time estimates to reconstruct the pattern
and tempo of speciation within a widespread and homogeneous
bird family (white-eyes, Zosteropidae) that contains an archetypal
‘‘great speciator.’’ Our analyses show that the majority of this
species-rich family constitutes a clade that arose within the last 2
million years, yielding a per-lineage diversification rate among the
highest reported for vertebrates (1.95–2.63 species per million
years). However, unlike most rapid radiations reported to date, this
burst of diversification was not limited in geographic scope, but
instead spanned the entire Old World tropics, parts of temperate
Asia, and numerous Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Ocean archipelagos. The tempo and geographic breadth of this rapid radiation defy
any single diversification paradigm, but implicate a prominent role
for lineage-specific life-history traits (such as rapid evolutionary
shifts in dispersal ability) that enabled white-eyes to respond
rapidly and persistently to the geographic drivers of diversification.
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D

isparity in diversification rates among groups of organisms
is well documented and provides unique opportunities for
studying evolutionary processes underlying the genesis of biological diversity (1–7). A few groups of organisms that diversified
recently and rapidly have contributed disproportionately to
speciation theory by providing comparatively accessible opportunities to evaluate factors that drive speciation (1–4). These
groups are also characterized by a restricted geography (e.g.,
archipelagos, lakes, mountain tops, etc.) circumscribed by the more
extensive distribution shared by the group and its close relatives.
The reduced faunas, stark geographic boundaries, and limited set
of earth history influences of these confined geographies make such
systems attractive for studies of diversification.
Island settings are especially well known for variable speciation rates. For example, some island bird taxa spread across
scattered insular landscapes with little or no differentiation,
whereas others appear to have diversified rapidly across the same
geographies (8). In the wake of island biogeographic theory and
its antecedents (9–11), recognition of this pattern in birds
resulted in characterization of a set of ‘‘great speciator’’ lineages
(12), as well as a famous paradox: how can these lineages show
such high degrees of differentiation across oceanic islands when
their excellent dispersal ability should limit differentiation?
Discussions of this paradox have appealed to intermediate
dispersal ability (8, 12) or to evolutionary shifts in dispersal
ability (12) to explain the seeming conflict between large
geographic range, implying good dispersal ability, and the high
degree of morphological differentiation between nearby islands,
implying poor dispersal ability. Evaluating the great speciator
hypothesis, and deciphering its paradox, depends on using
methods that can reconstruct phylogenetic relationships, identify
natural groups of species, and estimate divergence times and
associated speciation rates. Interpretations are vastly different if
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a lineage has diversified by a slow accumulation of species over
time versus a rapid burst of speciation in the wake of a phase of
active dispersal, or if a great speciator lineage is not a natural
group and instead includes multiple independent radiations. The
limited geographic scope and lack of available phylogenetic
methods in the original studies of great speciator lineages have
hindered interpretations to date.
The Zosterops [griseotinctus] species group in the white-eye
family Zosteropidae is a classic example of a great speciator (12),
inhabiting numerous islands in the southwest Pacific and exhibiting dramatic interisland differences in behavior and morphology across water gaps as narrow as 2 km (13, 14). However, the
taxonomic limits of the Z. [griseotinctus] species group are
uncertain (8), and understanding evolutionary patterns and
processes in white-eyes more broadly requires accounting for 2
factors that have long confounded systematists: large distribution and similar morphology (15–17). The family Zosteropidae
(⬇100 species) is distributed across the entire Old World tropics,
parts of temperate Eurasia, and numerous archipelagos in the
Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans, and the largest genus
(Zosterops) contains ⬇80 similar-looking species found across
the range of the family. As Ernst Mayr recognized more than 50
years ago, broad geographic range and homogeneous appearance complicate efforts to identify natural groups within whiteeyes: ‘‘I know of no other group of birds in which close relatives,
for example the subspecies of Zosterops atrifrons or the semispecies of the superspecies griseotincta, may differ more from
each other than do distantly related species. Indeed some
Oriental species are almost indistinguishable from African
forms, from which they must have been isolated since remote
times.’’ (15).
However, if the historic challenges of range and morphological
homogeneity can be addressed, these very characteristics provide an ideal backdrop for examining the pattern and tempo of
speciation across varied geographical scales and forms. Recent
fieldwork across the Old World, combined with molecular
phylogenetic methods, allows us to assess the pattern and tempo
of white-eye speciation across its broad geography. Here, we
reconstruct evolutionary relationships within the griseotinctus
species group, and within Zosteropidae more broadly, enabling
assessment of diversification rates both within this species group
and across the family. Results from these phylogenetic analyses
are then used to revisit theory surrounding diversification rate
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differences in birds, and to begin disentangling potential causes
of the presumed high historical speciation rate within a great
speciator.
Results
Using model-based phylogenetic methods, we analyzed nuclear
and mitochondrial DNA sequence data to reconstruct evolutionary relationships among white-eyes, assess geographic and
temporal patterns of diversification, and assess diversification
rates within the Z. [griseotinctus] species complex. All analyses
reconstructed white-eyes and Philippine members of the babbler
(Timaliidae) genus Stachyris within the Asian babbler genus
Yuhina [8/9 species sampled; see Fig. 1, supporting information
(SI) Results, and Fig. S1]. White-eyes separated into 2 distinct
groups in the phylogeny. Three small genera (Lophozosterops,
Oculocincta, and Cleptornis), Zosterops wallacei, and the Philippine Stachyris formed a weakly supported clade (Clade A, see
Fig. 1) sister to a well-supported clade that included the majority
of white-eye species (Clade B, see Fig. 1). This latter clade
contained all Zosterops species except Z. wallacei, and species
from 4 other genera (Woodfordia, Rukia, Chlorocharis, and
Speirops) scattered among the Zosterops. These 4 genera occur
on oceanic islands or are restricted to high mountains, and were
historically placed in separate genera based on morphological
differences from typical white-eyes. One genus previously placed
in Zosteropidae (Hypocryptadius) appears to have affinities
outside the family, although denser outgroup sampling is necessary to determine its true relationships.
Maximum uncorrected pairwise divergence for the ND2 gene
within Clade B was only 7.1%. Based on recent taxonomic
treatments of Zosterops and its allies (18, 19), this clade includes
⬇80 biological species and ⬎200 described subspecies. The
combination of low molecular divergence and high species
diversity within Clade B is unparalleled among birds. This level
of molecular divergence is exceeded within single described
avian species (20, 21); however, Zosterops ranks among the most
species-rich bird genera.
Maximum divergence times estimated from oceanic island
ages placed initial diversification of the genus Yuhina in the
Miocene [95% confidence interval (CI), 6.31– 8.06 million
years); see Table S1) and diversification of the Zosteropidae
around the Miocene/Pliocene boundary (CI, 4.46–5.57 million
years). Clade A diversified first, but contains only ⬇24 biological
species, assuming taxonomic assignments of missing taxa are
correct. Clade B, which includes most Zosterops species and 4
other genera (Fig. 1), began diversifying in the early Pleistocene.
Notably, this radiation, which spans much of the Old World, is
not much older than very local radiations within the group, such
as the well-known white-eye radiation within the New Georgia
Islands, Solomon Archipelago (Fig. 1). A conservative estimate
of diversity in Clade B (80 species) and a Yule model of
diversification yielded a diversification rate of 2.24 taxa per
million years (CI, 1.95–2.63), which far exceeds most published
estimates for speciose radiations (1, 3–7). For comparison, Weir
and Schluter (22) estimated an average age of 3 million years for
sister-species pairs of Neotropical birds, older than all of Clade
B (Fig. 1), and a survey of avian diversification rates recovered
a maximum estimate of 0.5 species per million years for Dendroica warblers (23). Published diversification rates exceeding
those in white-eyes are rare and found in geographically restricted groups, such as Andean Lupinus (5), and cichlid fish in
Lake Victoria and Lake Malawi (2). In addition to the geographic scope of the white-eye radiation, results here expand the
taxonomic scope of hyperdiversifications beyond fish and plants
to include birds.
Lineage-through-time (LTT) plots track the temporal accumulation of lineages in a clade and revealed striking differences
between the entire ingroup (including Clade B) and Clade B
1864 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0809861105

alone (Fig. 1). For the entire ingroup (Yuhina, Stachyris, and
Zosteropidae), the LTT plot fluctuates over time, but analysis of
internode distances indicated no significant departure from a
constant rates (CR) model (g ⫽ ⫺0.627). In contrast, lineage
accumulation within Clade B displays an initial steep slope and
marked decrease in accumulation rate toward the present. The
convexity of the LTT plot for Clade B is also reflected in the
gamma statistic (g ⫽ ⫺5.684). This high negative value could
indicate a decreasing diversification rate over time, incomplete
taxon sampling, or over-dispersed taxon sampling (24). The
latter 2 conditions exist in this study: we sampled ⬇50% of
biological species and intentionally biased sampling toward
potentially older lineages (e.g., aberrant genera, unique taxa,
geographic extremes, etc.). A Monte Carlo CR test (24) indicated that incomplete taxon sampling alone could not account
for the extreme gamma statistic (critical value ⫽ ⫺2.75). Additional simulations revealed that our gamma statistic would be
marginally significant (P ⫽ 0.05), even if our taxon sampling
were maximally over-dispersed (i.e., if included, the taxa we
omitted would only create nodes younger than all other nodes in
our tree). Thus, our extreme gamma statistic represents a real
slow down in diversification rates, rather than an artifact of
incomplete or over-dispersed sampling. Although diversification
rates will always be a balance between speciation and extinction
(D ⫽ S ⫺ E), simulations have shown that the pattern seen in
Clade B (‘‘explosive early’’) was likely produced by a decrease in
speciation rates over time, rather than an increase in the rate of
extinction (25). Thus, extant white-eye diversity resulted from
extremely high speciation rates early in the Pleistocene that
subsided toward the present, and our use of a constant-rate
pure-birth model over the entire radiation may underestimate
the diversification rate early in the radiation and overestimate
the rate closer to the present.
Diversification rate assessment relies on accurate estimates of
age and diversity. Dating nodes in molecular phylogenies is
contentious and carries many assumptions (26, 27), but our
estimate based on a Pacific island age is supported by 2 independent dating measures. A separate study of regional white-eye
diversification used a different set of taxa and genes, and used
an Indian Ocean island for calibration (28), but the basal node
in their Zosterops radiation is shared with our phylogeny and was
estimated at 1.84 million years, just inside our CI for that node
(1.40–1.89 million years). Also, if we disregard the possibility
that rates of molecular evolution might vary across bird lineages
and apply to our data the minimum rate of ND2 divergence
calculated for another bird group (29), the resulting age range for
Clade B (2.0–2.3 million years) only slightly exceeds the estimates based on island ages. Classification of allopatric island
taxa varies extensively depending on the species concept used,
and can have a large effect on diversity estimates (30). We used
species totals from sources that explicitly state adherence to the
Biological Species Concept (18, 19), and are thus conservative
estimates of species number. Polyphyletic species in our phylogeny (Fig. 1) and cryptic diversity in island white eyes (31) suggest
that species diversity may in fact be higher than these estimates.
Although changes in taxonomy or dating methods may shift the
precise range of diversification rates, the diversification rate
recovered for Zosterops is so much higher than in most other
groups that these changes do not have a large effect. For
example, the oldest divergence date estimated from the 3
methods (2.3 million years) yields a diversification rate of 1.6
species per million years. Also, even if the diversity in Clade B
is halved and the oldest date is assumed, the rate drops to 1.3
species per million years, still more than twice that of any bird
group examined so far (23).
Moyle et al.
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Fig. 1. Phylogenetic and geographic relationships of white-eyes. Tree produced by rate-smoothing the ML phylogeny, calibrated with an age of 560,000 years
before present at node 1 based on estimates of island age within the New Georgia Group of the Solomon Archipelago. Thickened branches indicate posterior
probability ⱖ0.95 and bootstrap proportion ⱖ70; 2 inferred insertion/deletion events are labeled near the base of the tree. Bold species names indicate members
of Z. [griseotinctus] species complex, all of which inhabit the New Georgia Island Group in the Solomon Archipelago except Z. rennellianus, which is endemic
to Rennell Island, and the nominate Z. griseotinctus, which inhabits the Louisiade Islands off eastern New Guinea. Colors on map indicate distribution of Yuhina
(purple), Clade A (green), and Clade B (orange). Lineage through time plots track the number of extant lineages (ln) for the entire ingroup and within Clade
B alone. The time scale at the bottom applies to the LTT plot as well as the phylogeny. The Quaternary (Q) includes the Pleistocene and Holocene epochs. Bird
images illustrate general patterns of diversity within the major clades.

Discussion
The classic great speciator, Z. [griseotinctus], was not reconstructed as monophyletic. Its spread and colonization within the
Moyle et al.

restricted geography of the New Georgia Group and the Louisiades is considerably more complex than had been appreciated,
owing to the broad geographic mixing of lineages. Nonetheless,
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our results serve to reinforce interest in diversification rates
among white-eyes, albeit at a far greater geographic scale.
Recent, rapid speciation was not restricted to northern Melanesia; it occurred across multiple continents and island groups, and,
at finer scales, produced marked variation between sister taxa
separated by the narrowest of water gaps as well as far-flung,
morphologically aberrant montane and island endemics (e.g.,
Chlorocharis, Speirops, and Woodfordia). Also, this diversification occurred across a geographic theater greatly eclipsing that
of its parent lineage, which had been evolving for ⬎5 million
years before the first speciation events within Zosterops (Fig. 1).
Diversification rates among white-eyes stand out as exceptional among vertebrates, and the broad geographic scope of this
rapid radiation compels a reassessment of factors that influence
diversification rates. White-eyes lack major ecomorphological
differences among species, thus obviating purely adaptive explanations for the high diversification rate. Although the underlying drivers of most speciation in birds should be similar across
lineages, namely isolation, variation, and fixation of novel traits
(32), the rate at which these processes generate new species is
likely determined by interplay between taxon-specific characteristics and the geography and earth history that a taxon
experiences through time (33). Geography and earth history
have clearly had a role in white-eye speciation, but the combination of extreme rate and varied geography suggests a prominent role for taxon-specific characteristics that enabled whiteeyes to respond rapidly and persistently to the geographic drivers
of diversification.
Factors capable of influencing high speciation rates in whiteeyes include sociality, rapid morphological evolution, short
generation time, generalist ecology, and dispersal ability. Social
living birds, such as white-eyes, have increased potential for
successful colonization by means of group dispersal, and can
maintain viscous population genetic structure (34). Studies of
recently founded white-eye populations underscore the potential
for rapid differentiation; Zosterops lateralis populations founded
within the last 200 years are morphologically distinguishable
from source populations (35). Rapid change in Zosterops may in
part be attributable to generation times that rank among the
shortest in birds (SI Results). Also, some newly established
white-eye populations have broader diets than parent populations; however, this generalist diet is not achieved through
individuals becoming generalists, but rather different individuals
specializing on different foods (36). Van Valen (37) demonstrated increased morphological variability in island bird populations that exploited broader niches compared with mainland
populations. Examples of behavioral specialization independent
of morphological variation are rare but include the Cocos Finch
(Pinarolaxes inornata), part of the spectacular radiation of
Galapagos Finches (38). Speculation about the potential role this
phenomenon might have in the persistence and diversification of
island radiations is enticing, but more data are needed.
Change in dispersal ability or propensity was an early explanation offered for the paradox of the great speciators (12), and,
in light of our phylogenetic results, is now more persuasive.
Consider that Z. griseotinctus colonized Long Island (⬇300 km
from source population) within the last 350 years after its
volcanic defaunation (39), and Z. lateralis colonized New Zealand (⬇1,500 km from source population) and Norfolk Island
(⬇700 km from source population) within the last 2 centuries
(34). However, within this same clade, Zosterops rennellianus
does not appear to have made the 20-km jump to Bellona, and
Zosterops teteparius and Zosterops rendovae have not been recorded from their respective neighboring islands, a mere 2-km
flight away (8). The requisite water-crossing ability needed by
the ancestors of Z. rennellianus, Z. teteparius, and Z. rendovae to
reach their islands, and that Z. lateralis and Z. griseotinctus still
possess, must have been rapidly selected out of the modern
1866 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0809861105

populations of the former 3 species. A broad correlation between
dispersal ability and clade diversity in birds (40) suggests that our
results may be an extreme case of a more common trend.
However, our results also imply that this correlation may emerge
from an underlying driver of diversification, namely evolutionary
shifts in dispersal ability.
Students of island biotas, going back to at least Sir Joseph
Hooker and his discussions of Galapagos weeds (41), have often
deduced evolutionary losses of dispersal ability in island populations of both animals and plants. The chapter entitled ‘‘They
can’t go home again’’ in Carlquist’s book Island Life describes
examples of insular endemic populations with reduced morphological adaptations for dispersal compared with mainland relatives presumed to resemble their ancestors [e.g., flightless insular
birds and insects with reduced or no wings, closely related to
mainland birds and insects with normal wings and flight, or
insular dandelion relatives (family Asteraceae) with small heavy
seed balls, related to mainland dandelions with light fluffy
wind-born seed balls; see ref. 42]. Two recent studies illustrate
how reduced dispersal ability can evolve very rapidly, within ⬍1
decade and in only a few generations, when there is selection
against dispersal: dandelion relatives evolving heavier and
denser seed balls, in one case on islands off British Columbia (43,
44), in the other case on virtual islands of French urban trees
planted in a sea of concrete sidewalks (45). More germane to the
current discussion, birds (46) and butterflies (47) provide many
examples of ‘‘behavioral flightlessness,’’ i.e., normal wings and
power of flight, but behavioral reluctance to disperse, especially
across water. The endemic insular Zosterops populations that we
discuss in this article all exemplify behavioral flightlessness; none
has reduced wings or reduced power of flight.
Of particular relevance to this article are evolutionary changes
in dispersal ability during colonization cycles (10, 11, 48), as the
balance shifts between evolutionary costs and benefits of dispersive behavior. Dispersal ability can be favored under conditions when habitat becomes available, and is opposed when that
habitat is unavailable or becomes filled up. Such cycles tend to
be autocatalytic in their initial stages, when suitable new habitat
is first reached (49). Autocatalytic expansions and then retractions of human populations who leave written or oral testimony
of their deeds and motives provide a compelling example. For
example, Polynesians exploded over the Pacific Ocean in a burst
of long-distance voyaging beginning approximately A.D. 1000,
occupied every habitable Pacific island from Hawaii to New
Zealand and Easter, and then abandoned long-distance voyaging
when there were no more empty Pacific islands to colonize and,
hence, no demographic payoff to warrant the hazards of voyaging (50). Similarly, Vikings exploded over the North Atlantic
Ocean and Western Europe for a few centuries beginning in A.D.
793; then, they also abandoned long-distance voyaging when
there were no more North Atlantic islands to colonize, and when
mainland Europeans and Native Americans were able to resist
Viking attacks (51). These Polynesian and Viking colonization
cycles involved mainly cultural rather than genetic changes in
dispersal, whereas the changes in our island Zosterops populations were presumably genetic, as known to be true for French
urban dandelion relatives. However, the phenomenon of changes
in the cost/benefit balance for dispersal during a colonization
cycle is similar in both sets of cases.
Regardless of how white-eyes managed to disperse and speciate so rapidly across such a vast set of geographic settings, the
rate of diversification and scale of dispersion recovered in our
analyses identify Zosterops as an extreme case among birds, and
more broadly across all vertebrates. The high rate of diversification raises the question of whether white-eyes, and other great
speciators, are indeed categorically different from other taxa in
their tempo of speciation, or lie at the extreme end of a
continuous distribution of diversification rates. Future study of
Moyle et al.

Materials and Methods
Taxon and Character Sampling. Taxon sampling (Table S2) included individuals
from 42 species of Zosteropidae and 23 species of Timaliidae. A forktail
(Enicurus) was used as the outgroup taxon. For fresh tissue samples, genomic
DNA was extracted, amplified, and sequenced by using standard protocols.
We sequenced the entire second and third subunits of mitochondrial nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide dehydrogenase (ND2 and ND3) and the fifth
intron of the nuclear gene transcription growth factor (TGFB2). DNA from 7
species was obtained from toe-pads clipped from museum skins. By using
taxon-specific primers (Table S3) and amplifying short fragments of DNA, we
sequenced portions of all 3 genes for these species. The computer program
Sequencher 4.7 (Genecodes) was used to reconcile chromatograms of complementary fragments and align sequences across taxa.
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Phylogenetic Analysis. Maximum likelihood (ML) analyses were performed for
each gene, as well as the combined data, by using PAUP*4.0b10 (53). Heuristic
searches used TBR branch-swapping and 10 random taxon addition sequences. For each likelihood analysis, we used MrModeltest 2.2 (54) to determine the appropriate model of evolution and parameter estimates. We
assessed support for nodes in the ML tree with nonparametric bootstrapping
(500 replicates) in PhyML (55). MrBayes 3.1.2 (56) was used to estimate model
parameters from the data and to evaluate support for specific relationships in
the phylogeny. A mixed model approach was implemented to account for the
potential difference in evolutionary model parameters between data partitions (codon positions and nuclear intron DNA). The program MrModeltest 2.2
(54) determined the appropriate evolutionary model for each partition. All
parameters (except topology) were unlinked between partitions. We ran 2
sets of 4 Markov chains for 10 million generations. All samples before reaching
stationarity were discarded. Markov chains were sampled every 1,000 generations. These subsamples, minus the burn-in generations, were used to create
50% majority-rule consensus trees.

geological calibrations were necessary. Instead, we used Solomon Island ages
for calibration. We focused on the islands of the New Georgia Group, because
they have endemic forms on each of the major islands. Within the New
Georgia Group, the northern islands (Vellalavella, Kolombangara, and New
Georgia) are volcanic in origin, but island ages can only be placed generally in
the Plio-Pleistocene (59). The southern islands were formed from uplifted fore
arc basement that was rapidly raised from abyssal depths due to subduction
of the Australian plate. This process left deposits of limestone and marine
sediment on each island, which can be used to estimate the time since the
islands emerged from the ocean. Deposits on Ranongga exhibit an unconformity ⬍300,000 years ago and then a rapid shallowing (60). The exact date of
emergence is impossible to pinpoint, but the transition from abyssal depths
after 300,000 years ago places bounds on the range. Holocene uplift rates of
dated reef material can also be used to estimate island age. The rates from
different localities over most of Ranongga range from 1 to 3 mm per year, with
slightly higher values in the southern highlands (60). If a median, and constant,
rate were assumed (2 mm per year), Ranongga (currently 854 m above sea
level) would have emerged from the ocean ⬇425,000 years ago.
To compensate for an unknown level of polymorphism in the ancestral
population (26, 61), we estimated the genetic diversity in extant populations
on the islands of Kolombangara, New Georgia, and Kohingo, which we then
used as a proxy for ancestral polymorphism.
Diversification Rate. The temporal distribution of speciation events was visualized with LTT plots by using the program Genie (62). Lineage accumulation
was tested for departure from CR by calculating the gamma statistic (24). The
CR test assumes full taxon sampling, a condition that is not met in this study.
The effects of incomplete sampling were investigated with the Monte Carlo
CR test (24), by simulating 10,000 trees in the program Phylogen (63). The trees
were generated according to a CR, birth only model until 80 extant taxa
existed (estimated number of species in Clade B). The trees were then pruned
down to 39 extant taxa (the number of tips sampled in Clade B), gamma
statistics calculated, and a critical value produced for a 1-tailed 95% CI. This
value was then compared with the actual gamma statistic from Clade B. Then,
we modified this simulation to examine the effects of overdispersed taxon
sampling in Laser (64), by pruning out the youngest speciation events until 39
taxa remained, and using the distribution of resulting gamma statistics to test
our empirical results (R code supplied by Dan Rabosky).
Measures of diversification rate that take into account internode distances
(such as the Kendall-Moran estimator) also assume that the phylogeny is
completely sampled. Because we had no objective criterion for placing missing
taxa on the phylogeny, we assumed a Yule process and used a simple estimate
of diversification rate [ln(N) ⫺ ln(N0)]/T that only uses initial diversity (N0 ⫽ 2),
extant diversity (N), and time since origin (T). For extant diversity, we decided
to use traditional classifications based on biological species (⬇80 species in
Clade B), which should give a conservative estimate of diversification rate.

Divergence Time Estimation. The sequence data were tested for clocklike
evolution with a 2 test of likelihood ratios. The ML tree was converted to an
ultrametric tree with penalized likelihood (57) in the program r8s (58),
using the cross-validation procedure to determine the optimal smoothing
parameter. An undated tree was initially produced for estimation of
relative divergence times of various clades and for use in various diversification rate programs (see below). A bootstrapping procedure estimated
SDs of node depths; 2 times the SD was added and subtracted from the
mean to obtain a CI.
The fossil record provides no useful calibrations for white-eyes, and so
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